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What we’ll cover in this session

§Color management considerations for substrates that 
are not even remotely white

§Challenges and methodologies for generating a white 
underbase channel

§Fun stuff
aka “stuff you never thought inkjet printing can do"



What if your substrate color isn’t white?

§ This seminar has a strong focus on textile 
printing – especially DTG

§ It also applies to different areas of 
signage and vehicle wraps where 
substrates of different base colors are 
used

§ While theoretically unrelated we look
well at some specialty printing 
applications – like fine art reproductions, 
lenticular or security applications, as 
these also present interesting uses for 
white base layers.
(and there’s some crazy stuff in that area)



PART 1: non-white substrates

§ In general printing and especially with G7 we know about 
the effect of paper tint (“the 5th color”) on gray balance and 
printing
such as measured gray balance (= neutral Lab) vs perceived 
gray balance (= paper hue affecting white balance).

§But what if your substrate isn’t even remotely near white? 
Like red, green, blue, gray or black?



Let’s start with something simple: black.

§ Most printing inks are rather “transparent”. This means if you print yellow on top of cyan 
(or vice versa) you’ll get green. If your inks were opaque and you’d do the same the 
yellow you print on top of cyan would block out the cyan already printed and you’d get 
yellow. Now you apply this to a black substrate – your yellow or cyan or green would add 
to the basic black and you’ll get – suspense – black (maybe now with a slightly green 
tinge).

§ So what you have to do is use opaque white ink to generate a white underbase on your 
black substrate. Then you can print colors on white as your printed white underbase will 
become your new “substrate color”. This white printed layer becomes your “paper” and 
you can print on it – just like on paper with yellow and cyan becoming green.

§ Easy – right? So we can all go home now and instead of listening to another boring 
seminar have a drink at the bar.



Print a solid white and you’re done?
§ Well. Almost. Let’s think about this again.

§ We have a black substrate.

§ We want to print black on it.

§ So we put a layer of white ink on it first? Why?

§ The black we print onto the printed white, how black 
is it really compared to the substrate?

§ On UV inkjets the white ink will be pretty solid, by the 
time you print colors onto it, but other print 
techniques use wet-on-wet and the white underbase
might still be liquid enough to mix with any ink you 
print onto it, resulting in a dull gray if you print black 
on it.

§ We might not want to use white under solid black and 
knock it out from the solid white layer



what if you have transparencies? 

§ If you have an image surrounded by black, why 
would you want to print what would amount to 
a white rectangular base layer?

§ Essentially you don’t need to print anything to 
get black if your substrate is already black. While 
if you want to print bright yellow you’d have to 
put down a rather solid white underbase.

§ Like with GCR in CMYK printing, things get a bit 
more fluid in the center areas of gamut. A gray 
the color of an older i1 base (around L=40) you 
could print with a small amount of linearized 
white and no color at all or with a slightly larger 
amount of white underbase and then CMYK 
(which itself could have different levels of GCR).

The example image has both transparent 
as well as black areas. When printing this 
file onto a black substrate, both the 
transparent and black areas need to be 
knocked out in the white underbase.



The profiling challenge with white ink
§ By now you might realize that we’re dealing here with a bit 

of a chicken-vs-egg situation.

§ And that is why this presentation got classified as 
“advanced”. 

§ Why chicken-vs-egg?

§ To get an optimal profile you’d want to run your color test 
charts at varying levels of white – after you linearize your 
white channel and determine its limit

§ you’ll also need to determine the limits of your primaries 
on maximum to lower white levels and identify the 
optimal white max for each primary / secondary / tertiary 
color combination.

§ Only then can you continue your profiling by running your 
charts with white underbase levels derived from those 
earlier white presets.



What is white? What is transparent?
§ Next you’ll fight another problem you’ve never thought 

about when profiling on paper: what’s the difference 
between white and transparent in profiling?

§ On your good old IT8.7/3 or TC1617 chart white and no ink
are synonymous. 

§ When you print onto a colored base the distinction 
between both suddenly becomes important. 

§ If you think this is all then let me introduce to transparency 
effects, such as smoke, clouds or fire. In these areas you’ll 
have to dynamically reduce the white underbase as well as 
the some of the “white component” of the colors to 
achieve a convincing transparency effect.



Printed profiling charts (2 of 4 pages)



Does that all work?
§ If you think this all is manageable, then you’re correct. Several modern RIPs now have tools for profiling 

colored substrates. 

§ Due to the aforementioned chicken-vs-egg situation there are quite a large number of profiling steps.

§ Anyone who profiled proofing systems in the past (me included) will be aware that even materials that are 
simply flat and white (“inkjet paper”) still require separate profiles.

§ In garment printing the differences are much larger than with proofing paper, so you’ll end up with a lot of 
profiling, which is time consuming (5-7 profiling steps, printing time plus 10 minute curing in a dryer before 
you even can start any measurement and 30-50 garment types / colors). 

§ Some profiling tools can do a good job with the profile only if you pick just the right values during the earlier 
profiling steps and you might get a rather poor color profile at the end if those earlier values weren’t chosen 
carefully. For example if your per-channel limits are too high you might end up with a really low TAC value for 
your profile and your engine might not be able to generate a reasonable color profile from those readings.

§ You might have to revert several steps and repeat your profile from a modified earlier stage again. 



Successfully profiled black



Profiling needs vs industrial availability

§ Profiling every substrate can be quite prohibitive when we’re talking about 
industrial production with high per print material costs and little time to insert 
profiling test prints into running workflow production. 

§ An alternative is the use of a profiling procedure using fewer steps, some of those 
based on a more generic white underbase calculation. As the white underbase is 
the main contributor to the chicken-vs-egg conundrum, this is actually still a valid 
process. This can also cut the profiling process by 2-3 steps.

§ As this method uses a more flexible white underbase calculation that isn’t locked 
within the profile it allows for a visual adjustment of that white underbase at a 
later stage, giving the operator freedom to quickly generate and then tune 
profiles in a “DTG-Tool” for numerous substrate colors without having to fully go 
through the profiling process for each and every one of them.







What if your substrate isn’t black?
§ The methodology is rather easy to see for black, but works 

just as well on gray, blue, red, green, pink, yellow, … The key 
is to generate a strong white underbase where it is needed 
as a separation between the substrate color and the print 
color. As such you’d not need a lot of white to print yellow 
onto a yellow shirt, yet you’d need a lot of white to print 
yellow onto pink, red or blue.

§ Instead of colored fabric, try printing onto colored tarp 
material, vinyl or foam-core.

§ The same if you create a car wrap for a car with a specific 
paint color, though car wraps are often done full color onto 
a white PSV, but you could use the above functionality to 
print with white underbase onto clear film.





Summary – White Underbase Profiling
§ Profiling printers that use white ink for printing onto colored substrates where you 

wouldn’t want to use white ink at 100% coverage for that substrate (aka: generate a 
“paper white”) is a challenge for which there are now adequate and powerful profiling 
tools available.

§ Check with your RIP vendor if their color management implementation supports it and 
how to best use it. Use test files comparable to what you’ve seen today in this session for 
evaluation of such profiles. Pay close attention to areas with high TAC – which now has to 
include the white underbase in the calculation.

§ Keep in mind that many printers use a double-layer white or different print resolution for 
white and color in order to achieve the needed maximum density, so simply adding up 
channel percentages might not be the correct calculation.

§ If profiled correctly you can expect stunning print results. Be creative!



Part 2: Structure Printing
§ Printing an underbase can have even more uses – and 

the ones I’m introducing here have to do with ink 
control, less with color management.

§ “Haptic printing” (aka 2.5D, XDi etc)

§ This uses ink buildup of multiple layers to create a print 
that you can feel.
It requires inks with “substance” where you print 
multiple layers like on a 3D printer. It’s been around for a 
while with UV printers (like VUTEk, Durst, Roland and 
others) where ink gets applied in multiple passes to build 
up thickness, resulting in something that you can feel, 
but it’s now also possible with textile printing.



How do you create a haptic print?

§ It is generally done by printing multiple white layers before printing 
color over it. Another method is the use of all available ink channels 
(like CcMmYKOG) to build up thickness quickly before covering with a 
white layer and then applying the actual color print on top.

§ Braille or brush strokes in fine art reproduction (works well with 2.5D 
scanners such as those from METIS) are common applications. More 
advanced uses are creating a haptic watermark as security feature or 
printed embroidery simulation up to lenticular uses.



It’s been around for a while
§ About 10 years ago I was working on establishing a production RIP software suite and 

our marketing material used oranges (yes, the fruit) which was intended to demonstrate 
the features of inkjet printers with orange and green inks.

§ I took one of those marketing images and generated a structure channel using edge 
filters in Photoshop which I then printed as a structure layer on a Roland UV inkjet before 
adding the white layer. That way I created an adhesive back for my iPhone4.

§ Years later I applied the same basics to fine art reproductions where a 2.5D scan was 
created using a METIS scanner which contained both the image color information, but 
also a “bump map” of the surface structure. Running a 14-layer print on a INCA UV inkjet 
produced a reproduction of both color and brush stroke structure of the original 
painting.

§ To save inks I again applied an edge detection filter to emphasize edges but reduce long 
slopes as these only use up large amounts of ink, yet do not provide real haptic effects.



Structure built with white ink on textile



Be Creative



Printed structure as counterfeit 
prevention or print enhancement

§A structure hidden in a 
printed underbase can also 
be used as a security feature 
as it would be hard to 
counterfeit. Have a look at 
Color-Logic’s Security-FX 
(https://www.color-logic.com/security/)



“Lenticular” using printed ink structures

§The final application I’d like to share with you today is a new 
interpretation of lenticular printing.

§The well-known lenticular system where a prismatic lens is 
applied to a print that itself is thin vertical strips of multiple 
pictures interlaced at the exact pitch of that lenticular lens 
that’s then applied to the print.

§This modern version prints the triangles or pyramids as a 
surface structure and then applies ink to them.



Lenticular 
applications



I did promise “fun”



Keep pushing the envelope



What to do with what you’ve learned

§White underbase can be an extremely powerful and 
creative tool that very few users utilize to its full 
capability

§Profiling white underbase for print onto colored 
substrates saves ink and improves print quality

§Using white or color layers as a structure base opens 
entirely new possibilities

§Get creative! Explore!



Thank you for 
attending!
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